FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

RACO and TayMac Offer Solutions for Service Trucks
South Bend, Indiana June 26, 2018 – RACO and TayMac are pleased to offer a range of
solutions for electrical service trucks. This line of innovative electrical products reduces SKU’s
and saves both time and trips for contractors. RACO, part of Hubbell Commercial
Construction, provides innovative electrical products to commercial, industrial and residential
markets.
RACO’s Universal Exposed Work Covers for four inch electrical boxes include adapter plates
to provide flexibility during installation. One or two gang models for GFCI, duplex, toggle switch
or round devices provide up to 6-in-1 configuration options. These steel covers are
manufactured in USA and include all mounting hardware.
TayMac’s U-Conduit 10-in-1 universal conduit body easily configures to all standard conduit
body forms. The design works with unthreaded EMT or threaded Rigid/IMC conduit or fittings.
The heavy duty unit is formed of die-cast aluminum, pre-configured for LB/LL. Three trade
sizes cover everything from half to one inch. Included reducer bushings fit smaller conduit. The
patented design includes self-aligning panels with seamless pre-affixed gaskets for a
weatherproof seal.
The RACO Retro-Ring® mounting ring allows a 4in square junction box to mount in old work
applications. Mount it anywhere on an existing wall, quickly and easily with no stud support.
One or two devices can also mount directly to the Retro-Ring without a box for low voltage
applications.
TayMac also offers a variety of Codeguard™ weatherproof in-use electrical cover & device
combos and kits. From bubble covers to expandable covers, these units all offer 16-in-1
configurations to accommodate almost any outdoor electrical device. Extra Duty rated and
NEC Compliant, each cover is lockable and can be horizontally or vertically mounted. Available
kits also include weatherproof boxes and weather-resistant/tamper-resistant self-testing GFCI
receptacles.
RACO and TayMac Service Truck products are available now. Find more information at
www.hubbell.com. Follow the brands on LinkedIn and Facebook.
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###
About Hubbell Commercial Construction
Hubbell Commercial Construction includes five brands that provide innovative and cost-effective electrical
products with superior customer service for commercial and/or residential markets. RACO creates electrical
boxes, covers, and fittings. TayMac crafts “while in use” covers for outdoor electrical applications. Bell produces
weatherproof boxes, covers and outdoor lighting. Wiegmann offers the most complete line of electrical enclosures
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for OEM, Commercial Construction, and MRO markets. Acme manufactures power conversion and conditioning
equipment for industrial, commercial and OEM applications.
These historic brands are part of Hubbell Incorporated, one of the largest electrical manufacturers in North
America. The company's history of innovation extends back to 1889. Founder Harvey Hubbell invented the pull
chain light switch and duplex receptacle.
3902 W. Sample St. South Bend, IN 46634 USA
574-234-7151
www.hubbell.com

